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Overview
ArkOwl is the most accurate fraud prevention tool for email address and phone number investigation. The 
tool runs much like a search engine, utilizing real-time access to a large number of data sources to give you 
a clear and accurate picture of the customer in question. By pulling 98 live data points from social 
networks, whois databases, webmail hosts, popular service providers, and other open databases; ArkOwl 
provides a virtual dossier of the individual behind a transaction.

Importance of Email Address

When it comes to purchasing online, a legitmate customer wants to have an order reciept or confirmation 
as well as check the delivery status. The fraudster also desires these things. Which makes the email 
address the only datapoint that a fraudster actually desires to be directly linked to. 

Importance of ArkOwl Data in the Machine Learning Rules Engine

In a recent case study, fraud prevention analysts uncovered 97% of the fraud that was attempted on the 
orders they examined. This sounds good, right? However here’s the problem, 39% of the fraud orders 
never made it to the important step of analyst review and became fraud losses. The manual review team 
was only able to see and stop 61% of the total fraudulent orders!  

Using only email addresses and phone numbers, we retroactively added in ArkOwl data to see what would 
happen. There was a clear and measurable difference. The number of orders sent to manual review would 
have stayed the same, but 98% of the orders that were missed by the AI would have been pushed to 
manual review to be prevented. 



APPROVE This Order Quickly
EMAIL PHONE CONNECTION
An order with an email and phone connected to each 
other is 23x less likely to be a chargeback. 

PROFILE IMAGES AND META-DATA
Profile images and Meta-Data found to be associated 
with social profiles can help add to the confidence of 
order legitimacy

DATA BREACH ASSOCIATIONS
It may seem like a bad thing for an email to show up in a data 
breach. However, most email addresses that are used have been 
involved in a breach or two at some point or another - Which 
turns this piece of data into a good sign rather than a bad one. 

CALLER ID
Displays the name that the Caller ID would show if the phone 
number were to call. Another way to match a data point from an 
order to a real person.

REGISTERED ACCOUNTS
We scan several popular 
social media sites and 
service providers and point 
out whether or not this email 
address or phone number is 
registered with each of them.

EMAIL HOST DATA
Lists the name of the email 
provider, its logo, its domain 
name registration, and the 
contact information from its 
Whois record. This feature can 
really help in determining 
legitimate high dollar corporate 
orders. 
*Watch out for domains from 
email addresses created within 
the last 3 years that have not 
been seen by ArkOwl in the 
First/last seen date. 40-50% of 
this data type was found to be 
associated with fraud. 

ARKOWL FIRST/LAST SEEN
The “First Seen” or “Last 
Seen” data is shown to 
indicate whether the email 
address or phone number 
has been seen before by any 
ArkOwl user team. The 
team/user is annonymized.



99.99% of orders that look like this are found to be fraud - Findings from a case 
study of 800,000 e-commerce orders show that 25% of fraudulent order attempts 
lacked both a valid phone number and an email that had been seen before. 
According to the case study, 50% of these orders were approved and became 
chargebacks because ArkOwl was not yet integrated in the order process. 

EMAIL HAS NOT BEEN SEEN 
ANYWHERE BEFORE
ArkOwl checks numerous 
datasources in real-time at the 
moment of a query. If all of 
them come back without 
results, it is a strong indication 
that something is unusual about 
the email address or the person 
behind it. According to the case, 
44% of fraud had email 
addresses that had not been 
seen before.  

INVALID PHONE 
ArkOwl checks the validity of a 
phone number. If the phone 
number is invalid, a warning is 
produced.  50% of invalid phone 
number orders were associated 
with fraud. 

This is what FRAUD looks like in ArkOwl...



Simple API Integration
ArkOwl’s advanced data can be accessed in one of three ways.  We offer an easy to use REST API which can 
be integrated directly into your existing transaction processing system.  Additionally, we offer our online 
search tool which can be used to manually enter email queries, or can be linked directly from your own 
system.  Finally, we have a batch query feature which can process thousands of email addresses all at 
once and export to a convenient CSV file.

System Integration Partners Include: 



ArkOwl is so confident that we can improve your total fraud prevention effort, that we will allow 
you to take a no-cost “Test Drive” of our service. The “Test Drive” will use your historical order data 
put through ArkOwl to uncover the unseen differences between good and bad orders. We will 
then recommend pre-screen rules based on our findings. You will be able to see for yourself the 
fraud missed that your team could have stopped as we will provide you with the data. No smoke 
and mirrors - you get to see clearly what is going on behind our recommendations. 

If ArkOwl is not cost effective compared with the current solution, the effort will reinforce your 
current fraud detection process. Either way , there is no cost for the “Test Drive” and multiple 
ways to benefit. 

Explore this easy decision today! Email us at accounts@arkowl.com to get started. To test the 
ArkOwl service on your own terms, sign up for an account at http://arkowl.com/signup.  

phone: (612) 547-6695
email:  accounts@arkowl.com
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